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Abstract. In the field of developmental robotics, a lot of attention has been devoted to algorithms that allow agents to build up skills through sensorimotor interaction. Such interaction is largely affected by the agent’s morphology, that is, its shape, limb articulation, as well as the position and density of sensors on its body surface. Despite its importance, the impact of morphology on behavior has not been systematically addressed. In this paper, we take inspiration from the human vision system, and demonstrate using a binocular active vision platform why sensor morphology in combination with other properties of the body, are essential conditions to achieve coordinated visual behavior (here, vergence). Specifically, to evaluate the effect of sensor morphology on behavior, we present an information-theoretic analysis quantifying the statistical regularities induced through sensorimotor interaction. Our results show that only for an adequate sensor morphology, vergence increases the amount of information structure in the sensorimotor loop. Key words: Embodied cognition, visual development, sensor morphology, information structure
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Introduction



In nature, living organisms are embodied and embedded in their ecological niches. Their neural structures have evolved to sample and process sensor inputs to create adaptive neural representations, and to select and control motor outputs to position their bodies or to impose changes on the environment [1]. Such sensorimotor activity involves a dynamic reciprocal coupling between organism and environment known as embodiment [2]. The implications of embodiment are far reaching and go beyond the mere interaction between a body and the environment in which it is embedded, to include also as the information-theoretic interrelations among the sensory system, the body, the environment, and the controller. Embodiment is understood as a fundamental aspect to develop cognitive capabilities because it enables a continuous flow of information between sensors, neural units, and effectors. The pattern of information flow defines complex sensorimotor networks, consisting of structured relations and dependencies
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among sensor, neural, and motor variables. This information structure, such as correlations, redundancies, and invariances in the sensorimotor loop makes learning, prediction, action selection, adaptability and developmental process possible [1],[3], [4]. Some algorithms employed to bootstrap the development of skills [5], [6], [7] are designed to restrict the action selection (repertoire) in order to increase predictability of the sensorimotor loop. In these cases, the objective function that drives the development of the agent is some quantitative measure of the agent’s sensorimotor interaction (e.g. information gain, transfer entropy, the prediction error of the next sensor input, and the improvement in the prediction in the sensor input). Generally, in these mathematical frameworks, embodiment is simplified to the interaction with the environment. In the application of the developmental algorithms there are some limitations, such as the number of sensor inputs, degrees of freedom (DOF), and convergence time among others. We claim that because of the embodiment, the sensor morphology and the robot body should be taken into account in order to exploit statistical dependencies and causal relations in the sensorimotor loop. Therefore appropriate sensor morphology could be the mechanism not only to decrease the convergence time, but also to sense information flow which increases the predictability, limiting the action space naturally. In the first months of life, a child is able to develop sensorimotor competencies almost from scratch [8]. Behaviors such as tracking, saccadic movements and fixation start to develop at the beginning of a child’s life and are mature after about three months [9], [10]. The development of behaviors like vergence could be explained as the result of the increment in predictability among actions and sensor inputs. In this paper, we provide an information theoretical analysis that shows why the sensor morphology, and the sensorimotor coupling could bootstrap the development of vergence. The latter behavior increases the causality among actions and sensors, hence increasing the predictability of the future sensor stimulation, and enabling the agent to develop a model of the environment. In order to measure how much the agent can predict given specific sensor morphology we used transfer entropy as a measure of causality [11]. This paper is organized as follows. First, we describe the robot head platform used for our experiment, the sensor morphology, and the causality measure employed to quantify the results in the experiment. Then, we present the experiment and the related results. Before concluding the paper, we discuss our results and some of their implications for theories of infant development.
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Materials and Methods



2.1



Robot



Our experimental testbed was the iCub robot head [12]. The iCub is an open humanoid platform, developed in the context of the RobotCub project, to promote studies in cognitive systems and embodied cognition. In contrast with other
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humanoid robots as QRIO, ASIMO, HOAP-2, the iCub robot head has 6 DOF (Fig. 1) in order to emulate behaviors like vergence, smooth pursuit, and saccades, typical of the vision system. Both eyes can pan independently, and the common tilt movement is actuated by a belt system placed between the cameras. 3 DOF are used to control the neck of the head, while the other 3 DOF are used to control the cameras. Our experiments were conducted controlling just the latter 3 DOF. The neck of the robot was immobile during all the procedure. The image delivered by each camera has a resolution of 640x480 at 30 fps.



Fig. 1. iCub robot head.



2.2



Sensor Morphology



The human vision system has to interpret a 3D world from 2D projections, and in this process the ocular movements play an important role. These motions are not an innate feature, but are developed through a prolonged interaction with the environment. Moreover, abilities such as stereopsis (depth perception from binocular vision that exploits parallax disparities) are a result of this development in the first months of life [13], [14]. The question is what mechanism drives this process, and what could be the contribution of the morphology of the eyes and the ocular muscles. In order to address this matter, we implemented a set of biologically plausible information processing mechanisms in the iCub head. Based on the results from Nothdurf (1990) [15], who showed how neurons respond to simple features such as intensity contrast, color, orientation, and motion, color was the main feature used in our experiments. These features define the pre-attentive visual cues [16]. In addition, the human vision is capable of binocular fusion; i.e. a single image is seen although each eye has a different image of the environment [17]. In our implementation we applied the average of both cameras to create the binocular single image. Another important aspect is foveation. Our eye has, in its center, a greater number of receptors than in the periphery. This was modeled with the
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log-polar transform, which changes the coordinate system from Cartesian (x,y) to the logarithm of the magnitude and the angle: p



(x2 + y 2 )) . (1) y (2) ϕ = arctan( ) . x Where x and y are the coordinates of the pixel in the picture, ρ is the logarithm of the magnitude and ϕ is the angle. The parameter M was used to increase or decrease the number of pixels used in the log-polar transform (Fig. 2). In our experiments, these aspects (color, foveation and image composition from the two cameras) were used to find out whether the vergence behavior increases information structure. ρ(x, y) = M · log(



Fig. 2. Log-polar transform of 60x60 image. (A) Raw image. (B) Log-polar transform of A with M = 40. (C) Inverse log-polar transform from B. (D) Log-polar transform of A with M=12. (E) Inverse log-polar transform from D. Notice that the inverse transform is the reconstruction of the image with fewer pixels in peripheral area.



2.3



Information Metric



In order to present how the causality among the variables (actuators and sensors) relies on the morphology and specific behaviors, we used the transfer entropy [11]. This measure was selected to compare the results of the experiments, due to its capacity to find the nonlinear statistical dependencies which can be used to understand why a specific behavior could yield better causal relations among the data. Originally, transfer entropy was introduced to identify the directed flow or transfer of information (also referred to as “causal dependency”) between time
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series [11]. Given two time series X and Y, transfer entropy essentially quantifies the deviation from the generalized Markov property: p(xt+1 | xt )= p(xt+1 | xt , yt ) , where p denotes the transition probability. If this deviation is small, then Y does not have relevance on the transition probabilities of system X. Otherwise, if the deviation is large, then the assumption of a Markov process is not valid, The deviation of the assumption can be quantified by the transfer entropy, formulated as the Kullback-Leibler entropy: T (Y → X) =



X XX Xt+1 Xt



p(xt+1 , xt , yt )log(



Yt



p(xt+1 |xt , yt ) ). p(xt+1 |xt )



(3)



Where the sums are over all amplitude states, and the index T(Y → X) indicates the influence of Y on X. The transfer entropy is explicitly nonsymmetrical under the exchange of X and Y — a similar expression exists for T(X → Y) — and can thus be used to detect the directed exchange of information (e.g., information flow, or causal dependency) between two systems. As a special case of the conditional Kullback-Leibler entropy, transfer entropy is non-negative, any information flow between the two systems resulting in T > 0. In the absence of information flow, i.e., if the state of system Y has no influence on the transition probabilities of system X, or if X and Y are completely synchronized, T(Y → X) = 0 bit. 2.4



Data Analysis



All numerical computations for data analysis were carried out in Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA), and were performed for data samples of 12,300 time steps. The resolution of the cameras was reduced to 60x60 pixels to facilitate the calculations. We used gray scale images to reduce computational costs for analyzing causal relations among sensor and motor variables. Given that the proposed sensor morphology is defined by the binocular single image and the foveation, we can still evaluate the effect of our proposed sensor for vergence. In order to calculate the transfer entropy between the images and the actions, we first generated a causality measure for each pixel, which was the sum of transfer entropy between each DOF and the pixel (Eq. 4). The causality of the image then was measured as the average causality of all the pixels (Eq. 5) X T (Ei → pj ) (4) T pj = Ei



TI =



P



pj



T pj



|p|



,



(5)



where Ei is the ith DOF time series, pj is the j th pixel time series, Tpj is the causality induced by the 3DOF to the j th pixel. TI is the average causality in the frame averaging all the causality measured in each pixel. To calculate transfer entropy, time series were discretized to 8 states (3 bits) and joint probabilities and conditional probabilities were estimated using the naive histogram
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technique, that is, as normalized histograms. Temporal delays in [-25, 25] time steps across time series were introduced by shifting one time series relative to the other, thus allowing the evaluation of causal relationships across variable time offsets. Delayed causality was potentially introduced by the discrete nature of the updating of the control architecture and by the temporal persistence of sensor and motor states.
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Experiment



In this experiment we compare different sensor morphologies and controllers in a fixed task. First, we tested different morphologies to find out which one could reduce the number of inputs to the system. Second, we tested different controllers to see how the sensor morphology restricts the space of coordinated behavior in terms of predictability. In the setup we place the robot in front of four different cups (Fig. 3A). The objects were distributed in the field of view to force the robot to change the value of the 3 DOF of the cameras. The robot had to look at all of them in a predefined sequence. We used the color based tracker to change the attention of the robot to 4 different objects. In order to measure the influence of sensor morphology on vergence, we developed three different controllers: (1) the left camera performed random movements while the right one followed the sequence; (2) a controller that allowed parallel motions of the left and right camera; and (3) a controller that forced the vergence with both cameras to focus the object. We expect that the control quality (behavior) can affect the predictability, that is the possibility to explain the future based in the actual data and actions, hence validating that vergence is a behavior capable of increasing the causal relations among the pixels and the actions. 3.1



Setup



For the three controllers we tested four different sensor configurations: (1) the average of the left and right image. (2) The inverse log-polar of the average of the left and right image. (3) The log-polar of the average of the left and right image, and (4) a single image, the left camera (Fig. 3B). We used four different log-polar transformations (M = 8, 12, 20 and 40 which reduce the size of the image to 17%, 27%, 43%, and 83% respectively.) For each transformation we ran 8 different experiments for all different kinds of images. 3.2



Results



First, we compared different morphologies using a controller which performs an appropriate vergence. We evaluated in the experiment how the proposed sensor morphology can keep the predictability while it reduces the number of pixels. We compared the measures of transfer entropy of the left image against the average and the inverse average log-polar. As we can see in Figs. 4A-C the causality in
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Fig. 3. Experimental setup. (A) The robot is looking at the different cups in the sequence given by the numbers, after 7 the robots starts again with 1. (B) Causal analysis among different sensor and control configurations.



all these sensor morphologies changes less than 5%, which means that the pixels in the center are dominant in the causal relation. The tracker kept the zero disparity region in the center of the image. Therefore, in the log-polar transformation the receptors sample more the object than the periphery. We tested different number of receptors in the average log-polar morphology to see how the causality could be affected. In Figs. 4D-G we presented the results for four different examples. We found out that the reduction of receptors does not decrease the causality. Therefore this sensor morphology keeps the information structure with fewer pixels. This result could be used in order to reduce the number of inputs in a developmental algorithm, taking advantage of the sensor morphology. The different controllers represent different “qualities” of the vergence behavior. As shown in Figs. 4G-I the more accurate the control for vergence, the more causality appears in the sensorimotor loop. From this result we imply that that if the robot looks for predictability in terms of its sensorimotor coupling it has to do vergence.
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Discussion



The log-polar transform and the average of the two images force the robot to develop vergence, because on the one hand, the log-polar transform allows to better sample the center of the image, and on the other hand, the average of both cameras blurred regions in the image that are not in the zero disparity region. Therefore vergence is aligning the zero disparity region in the center of the image, where the robot has more receptors. The more precise this behavior, the bigger the causal relation among pixels and actions.
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Fig. 4. Transfer entropy among pixels and motor signals. Plots A to I display the average causality as in Eq.(5), TS→M (blue), TM →S (red). In plots A to G the 3 DOF of the active vision system were controlled independently. (A) Left image. (B) Average image. (C) Average inverse log-polar image with M=8. (D) Average log-polar image with M=40. (E) Average log-polar image with M=20. (F) Average log-polar image with M=12. (G) Average log-polar image with M=8. (H) One camera tracked the object while the other mirrors its movement. The causality was calculated using the average log-polar transform with M=8. (I) The controller is equal to the one used in A, but with the addition of noise in the control signal sent to the left camera. The causality presented in (I) is using the average log-polar transform with M=8.
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The log-polar transform reduces the computational load, and additionally improves the learning, because these are the pixels with the higher causal relations even when the inputs are reduced to 17%. With a normal Cartesian pixel array the rest of the pixels in the learning process are just noise, due to the lack of structure, and in this sense the perception of the agent is decreased. The causality can be interpreted as the predictability, which allows the agent to develop a model of the world [18]. If the agent is not able to perform vergence then the predictability decreases as it is presented in the experimental results. This means that the learning capability is limited by the predictive capacity of the sensorimotor loop. In other words, the robot is limited by the “quality” of its control. In this sense the sensor morphology and the combination of different sensor modalities shape the possible developmental behavior.
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Conclusions



In this study, we implemented a set of biologically plausible information processing mechanisms based on the human vision system. We analyzed the transfer entropy as a function of the sensor morphology and the controller. Our experimental results demonstrate how an appropriate morphology reduces the amount of inputs and increases the predictability in the sensorimotor loop. The reduction of inputs to a system, and the increment of causal relations among motor actions and inputs are key aspects that increase the applicability of developmental algorithms in robots. The vision system allows us to generate a belief of the environment beyond the simple 3D perception or spatial distribution. Thanks to the interaction with the world and the coupling with other sensor inputs, visual information allows prediction. Our capacity to use our attention towards what it is needed, like a reflex, and the capacity of prediction of our visual system, are two features that makes our vision system a fascinating tool to handle the world, and it is an incredibly complex system that is not easy to isolate or emulate in an artificial platform. In this experiment we show how from the coupling between the visual system and the proprioceptive system the vergence could emerge under the developmental mechanism of predictability. The possible extension of this result might be the development of an attention systems based not just on visual data but in the relations among different sensor systems. The development of the attention system then enables the agent to extract the information relevant for its own tasks providing the substrate for the emergence of behaviors such as eye hand coordination. In the perspective of human infants our results show that the build up of behavior might be a result of better information structure. Actions like vergence allow us to predict better to understand better the environment, and the integration of several sensor modalities can therefore generate more complex final behaviors in order to achieve structure in several sensor systems.
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